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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Object of Investigation.-The object of the investigation was to
obtain data on which to base the design of rolling bascule bridges.
The portion of the truss or girder of a rolling bascule bridge that
comes in contact with the support is a part of a cylinder, and the bridge
is counterweighted in such a manner that the center of gravity of the
moving leaf and the counterweight falls at the center of the cylinder, the
bridge opening and closing by rolling back and forth on a horizontal
track placed on top of the substructure. The cylindrical portion of the
moving leaf is usually constructed in one or other of two ways, as fol-
lows: (1) the tail end of the truss is circular in outline and curved sole
plates are fitted directly to the curved structural steel members; or (2)
the tail end of the truss consists of a number of chordal members, with
cast segments attached to these members in such a manner that the out-
side faces of the segments form a continuous cylindrical surface. There
results, in each case, a heavily loaded cylinder that rolls back and forth
on a horizontal plane track.
The design of a loaded cylinder rolling on a plane surface involves a
problem in stress analysis that has never been solved satisfactorily. Inas-
much as many rolling bascule bridges, especially many of those con-
structed with sole plates, have failed in service, and inasmuch as the
fundamental conception of the bridge is good, it seemed desirable to
obtain sufficient experimental data to establish empirical rules of design
sufficiently accurate to produce a bridge that will be both economical
and free from liability to failure.
Preliminary tests indicated that the manner of failure is not the
same for bridges having the sole-plate construction as for those having
the cast-segment construction. Sole plates fail by progressive longitudi-
nal extension under continuous rolling; cast segments deteriorate by a
gradual disintegration of the surface due to local overstress. Rolling
tests giving the load that produces an elongation of the sole plate under
continuous rolling have been devised, but rolling tests for determining
the load that produces surface disintegration require a large amount
of time and are expensive to make. Static tests were therefore devised
that, it is believed, give a part of the necessary data.
The static tests were originally based upon the assumption that,
for a cylinder lying on a plane surface, the smallest load producing a
permanent deformation is the smallest load that, when applied to a roll-
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ing cylinder, causes a progressive deformation of the plate or block upon
which the cylinder rolls. The rolling tests* show that this assumption
is not correct. Nevertheless, the load that produces set produces local
overstresses, and the rolling tests indicate that for thick sole plates and
deep cast segments the minimum load that produces a permanent de-
formation in the material is closely related to the load that, with con-
tinuous rolling, will cause a disintegration of the surface. The investiga-
tion has, therefore, been divided into two parts: (1) static tests to de-
termine the minimum load producing a permanent deformation in the
material, and (2) rolling tests to determine the minimum load pro-
ducing a progressive elongation of sole plates under continuous rolling.
This bulletin consists largely of reports of static tests; a report of one
complete series of rolling tests has, however, been included.
2. Scope of Investigation.-The load that a cylinder lying on a plane
surface can safely carry depends upon many factors. The tests made in
connection with this present investigation were planned to determine
the influence of a number of these factors, the ones whose effect was
studied being the diameter of the segment, the length of the segment
measured in a direction parallel to the axis of the cylinder, the method
of manufacture (steel castings and steel forgings), the hardness of the
material as controlled by the composition of the steel, and the hardness
of the material as controlled by heat treatment. These different vari-
ables were studied separately, a series of tests being planned for each
variable in which all factors known to influence the results were kept
constant except the one in question.
3. Acknowledgments.-Acknowledgment is made to the AMERICAN
BRIDGE COMPANY and the STROBEL STEEL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF
CHICAGO, who made extensive contributions of material; to the SCHERZER
BASCULE BRIDGE COMPANY of Chicago, who contributed $350, and to
the AMERICAN RAILWAY ASSOCIATION, who contributed $1500 towards
the expenses of the tests; and to MESSRS. GEORGE M. KERANEN, JAMES
HARDESTY, W. K. BROWN, and E. C. HARTMANN, Research Graduate
Assistants in the Engineering Experiment Station, who did much of the
experimental work.
The tests have been a part of the work of the Engineering Experi-
ment Station of the University of Illinois, of which DEAN M. S. KET-
CHUM is the director, and of the Department of Civil Engineering of
which PROF. W. C. HUNTINGTON is the head. The author worked in
consultation with a special committee of the American Railway Engi-
neering Association.
*Reported in Sections 16 and 17.
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FIG. 1. SPECIMENS FOR STATIC TESTS OF SEGMENTS
II. DESCRIPTION OF STATIC TESTS
4. Description of Specimens and Apparatus.-The radius of curva-
ture of the segmental girders used on rolling bascule bridges is so great
that it would be impracticable to make tests on complete cylinders, and
therefore segments of cylinders were used instead. Two blocks were
used for each test, the lower one, designated as the base, was a rectangu-
lar block having a carefully finished plane surface on top, and the upper
one, designated as the segment, had a carefully finished cylindrical sur-
face on the bottom. The general appearance of the specimens is shown
in Fig. 1. Each specimen had the same thickness throughout, excent
those used in the tests described in Section 11. The thickness of the vari-
ous specimens ranged from 0.875 to 10 in., but the base and segment
constituting a pair always had the same thickness. Each pair of blocks
was refinished and retested a number of times. They were from 10 to
16 in. long and from 10 to 12 in. high when tested for the first time;
as they were refinished the height was gradually reduced, in some cases
to 5 in., but generally to about 8 or 9 in. The effect of the size of the
blocks and of repeated loading is discussed in Section 7.
The bases were machined in a shaper, the last cut being very light
and taken at a very low speed and feed. The segments were finished in a
shaper equipped with a special attachment by means of which the speci-
men, connected to a fixed center by means of a radius arm, as it was
-T/7/ic'ness of
S/ocA; a/so
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carried on the ram of the shaper back and forth across the cutting tool,
was rotated about this center. The tool could be adjusted in and out
and was automatically fed across the cylindrical face being machined.
As in the case of the base, the last cut was light and was taken at a very
slow speed and feed. During the early part of the investigation the
surfaces were ground but machined surfaces proved more satisfactory
and grinding was discontinued. After being machined, all surfaces were
finished by hand, first with a file and then with emery cloth, until
they would prove up with a surface plate. The success of the investi-
gation depended to a large extent on the care with which the speci-
mens were finished.
In speaking of the various dimensions of the specimens the expres-
sion "width of specimen" will be used to designate the horizontal di-
mension parallel to the paper in the side elevation of'Fig. 1 and the ex-
pression "thickness of specimen" will be used to designate the horizontal
dimension normal to the paper in the same view. The latter dimension
is sometimes also referred to as the "length of segment," that is, the
length of the cylinder from which the segment is taken. The latter ex-
pression is especially used in speaking of the "load per linear inch of
segment."
All tests were made in a screw-type testing machine, the position
of the specimens in the machine being shown in Fig. 1. A cylindrical
block was placed between the segment and the head of the machine so
as to permit a uniform distribution of the pressure across the upper
surface of the segment and, at the same time, to prevent the area in
contact from shifting during the progress of the test.
The methods used in testing the specimens are described in Section
5. Two of these methods required that shims be inserted between the
segment and the base, and that the distance between these shims be
measured under various conditions. The position of the shims is shown
in Fig. 1. Brass shim stock was used for the early tests, but steel stand-
ard thickness gages were later adopted. These gages are one-half inch
wide and can be obtained in various lengths and thicknesses. Special
gages 13 in. long were used in testing the specimens 10 in. thick. The
long gages were so flimsy that if they were wedged between the speci-
mens over their entire length they could not be removed without being
injured. For this reason the inside edges of the long gages were cut away
at the middle so that the gages came in contact with the specimens only
near the ends. Gages of various thickness were tried but those having
a thickness of 0.003 in. were found to be the most satisfactory for
method (b), described in Section 5, except for testing cylinders of small
diameters; for these latter tests gages 0.0015 in. thick were used.
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FIG. 2. PROFILOMETER
The distance between shims was measured with tapered scales.
The scales used for most of the tests had a taper of 1 in 10 and were
divided along the edge into divisions 0.10 in. wide, so that one division
corresponded to a change in width of the scale of 0.01 in. The scale was
placed so that its weight was taken by the shims in the manner shown in
Fig. 1. The distance between shims was read to 0.001 in. by estimating
fractions of divisions with the eye. Scales having a taper of 1 in 20 were
used in the tests of small diameter cylinders; these scales were read to
0.0005 in.
The permanent deformation in a direction normal to the surfaces in
contact was measured with an instrument specially devised for the pur-
pose, designated as a profilometer. This instrument is illustrated in
Fig. 2. It consists of a bar having a leg at each end, and carrying a dial
at the center. When the instrument is set upon a specimen, the point
on one leg fits into a small round hole and the point on the other leg fits
into a narrow slot parallel to the bar The length of the legs is such
and the instrument is so placed that the plunger of the dial touches the
surface of the specimen at the center of the area on which contact occurs.
The load must be removed and the specimens separated when readings
are taken. One instrument was used for the base and another for the
segment, the two differing only in the length of the legs. A standard
bar, a block similar to the specimens, was used to eliminate errors that
might otherwise result from changes in the temperature of the instrument
or from accidental displacements of the dial.
The profilometer proved to be very accurate, and duplicate readings
invariably checked within 0.0001 in.
5. Development of Methods of Testing: Loads.-At the time this
investigation was begun, no method of testing large cylinders lying on
plane surfaces had been developed that, in the opinion of the author,
would successfully give the minimum load at which a permanent de-
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formation in the material is produced. The first part of the investigation,
therefore, consisted of the development of a satisfactory method of test-
ing. Three methods have been devised that have proved reasonably
successful; these are designated as method (a), method (b), and method
(c), respectively.
If a cylinder lies upon a plane and if there is no pressure between the
two, the contact will be line contact. But if there is a pressure between
the two surfaces, the material will be deformed and the contact will
become surface contact. This is true even though the deformation is
perfectly elastic. The width of the area in contact depends upon the
diameter of the cylinder, the magnitude of the pressure, and the elastic
properties of the material. As the pressure is reduced the width of the
area in contact decreases until the area becomes a line as the pressure
reaches zero. If the deformation has been perfectly elastic, the cylindri-
cal and plane surfaces again become a true cylinder and plane, respec-
tively; if the deformation has not been perfectly elastic, set will have been
produced, and the cylinder will be flattened or the plane will be de-
pressed, or both effects will occur. The way in which these phenomena
have been utilized is made apparent in the following description of the
methods of testing.
Method (a)
Method (a) is based upon the fact that the ratio of strain to stress
increases very rapidly at the yield point of the material.
As the load upon a cylinder lying on a plane surface is increased,
as long as the yield point of the material is not exceeded, the deformation
and also the unit pressure increases, so that the area in contact does not
increase as rapidly as the load. When the yield point is reached, how-
ever, an increase in the deformation is accompanied by little, if any,
increase in the unit stress, and the area in contact will increase almost in
proportion to the increase in load. The load-width-of-area-in-contact
diagram should, therefore, consist of two parts, a curved line for loads
less than the load at which the material is stressed to the yield point and
a straight line for loads greater than that load. -The junction of the two
branches of the diagram should indicate the smallest load that stresses
the material to the yield point. Figure 3 shows a typical load-width-
of-area-in-contact diagram for a steel casting. The point A, the junc-
tion of the two branches of the diagram, indicates the load at which some
portion of the material is subjected to a yield-point stress.
This method is open to the criticism that the area in contact between
a cylinder and a plane surface is hard to determine. A number of methods
of determining this area have been tried and, in the opinion of the
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FIG. 3. TYPICAL RELATION BETWEEN LOAD AND
WIDTH OF AREA IN CONTACT, BY METHOD (a)
author, the only one that gives results that are even reasonably accurate
is the one described in Section 6, (p. 23) in which one surface is tarnished
with lamp black and the imprint of the other block is measured. This
method necessitates the removal of the load after each increment of load
in order that the area in contact may be measured and is, therefore,
rather tedious.
The area in contact is sometimes computed from the distance be-
tween shims of known thickness. This method is described in Section
6, but, as stated therein the results are known to be in error. Neverthe-
less, if the diagram of Fig. 3 is replaced by one showing the relation
between the load and the distance between shims, tests show that the
new diagram will have the same general shape as the old one, and will
show a break at the same load. Substituting distance between shims
for width of area in contact, shifts the curve by an unknown amount
but does not change its general character. The distance between shims at
successive loads can be measured very quickly and it is not necessary to
reduce the load to zero or remove the specimens from the machine
during a test. The break in the diagram is not quite so sharp, however,
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when the abscissas represent distance between shims as when they
represent width of area in contact; and the break is not so sharp if the
shims are thick as it is if they are thin. The distance between shims
instead of the width of area in contact can be satisfactorily used for this
test, however, if the shims are not more than 0.0015 in. thick.
Method (b)
Method (b) is based upon the fact that if a cylinder lying upon a
plane surface is loaded so that the material is stressed beyond the elastic
limit, when the load is removed the cylinder is slightly flattened or the
plane surface is slightly depressed, or both effects are produced. The
method of using this phenomenon is illustrated by the following example.
Figure 1, represents a segment of a cylinder resting on a base having
a plane top. For purposes of explanation, consider the smallest load
that will produce a permanent deformation in the segment or the base
to be 100 000 lb. Consider that a load of 30 000 lb. has been applied to
the specimens. Thin shims are then inserted between the segment and
the base, one on each side of the area in contact, and the distance be-
tween them is measured by means of the tapered scale. The shims are
removed and the load is increased to, say, 50 000 lb.; it is then reduced
to 30 000 lb., the shims are inserted, and the distance between them is
again measured. If 100 000 lb. is the smallest load that will produce a
permanent deformation, the distance between the shims for a 30 000-lb.
load following a 50 000-lb. load should be the same as for the original
30 000-lb. load. The distance between the shims is measured at 30 000-
lb. loads following successive intermediate loads of, say, 70 000, 90 000,
110 000, and 130 000 lb. If 100 000 lb. is the smallest load that will
produce a permanent deformation, the distance between the shims for a
30 000-lb. load following 70 000-lb. and 90 000-lb. loads should be the
same as for the original 30 000-lb. load; but the distance for a 30 000-lb.
load following 110 000-lb. and 130 000-lb. loads should be greater than
for the original 30 000-lb. load.
In the application of this method a diagram was constructed show-
ing the relation between the maximum load that had been applied and
the distance between the shims at a small load. Figure 4 shows such a
diagram for a test of the steel castings M and R, the segment R having
a diameter of 479.8 in. The distance between the shims was measured
at a load of 30 000 lb. per linear in. of segment following a series of loads
increasing by increments of 10 000 lb. from 30 000 to 130 000 lb. The
distance between the shims at a 30 000-lb. load begins to increase slightly
when the "maximum previous load" has been increased to CO 000 lb.
As the load is increased the distance between shims increases rapidly.
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FIG. 4. LOAD THAT PRODUCES SET, BY METHOD (b)
The fact that the distance between the shims at the small load has
been increased by the application of the large load is equivalent to saying
that a set has been produced in a vertical direction in one or both blocks.
The plane and cylindrical surfaces are so nearly parallel at the point
where the shims are inserted that a very slight vertical set produces an
appreciable increase in the distance between the shims. A smaller
vertical set can be detected in this manner than by direct measurement
and without removing the load from the specimens during the test.
The magnitude of the set is probably roughly proportionate to the
distance between shims, but the proportionality factor is not known.
If a sharp break occurred in the curve of Fig. 4, this break would
indicate the point at which the magnitude of the set began to increase
rapidly with an increase in the load. With a smooth curve, the point
of sharpest curvature corresponds most nearly to a break in the curve.
Unfortunately, the point of sharpest curvature is indefinite and cannot
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FIG. 5. LOAD THAT PRODUCES SET, BY
DIRECT MEASUREMENT
be located by inspection. In the absence of a break in the curve that can
be definitely determined by inspection, and in order that the interpreta-
tion of all tests may be reasonably consistent, the following construction
has been adopted for locating a point that at least approximately cor-
responds to the change of conditions normally indicated by a break
in the curve.
Draw tangents to the two branches of the curve and extend them
until they intersect. Bisect the angle between these two tangents and
find the intersection of this bisector with the curve. The load corre-
sponding to the point at which this intersection occurs is considered to be
approximately that at which set increases rapidly with further in-
creases in load. Smaller loads than this probably produce but slight
impairment of the elastic properties of the material, greater loads
probably produce an appreciable impairment of those properties, at
least over a small area. In this discussion the load corresponding to the
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FIG. 6. LOAD THAT PRODUCES SET, BY METHOD (b)
intersection of the curve and the bisector has been designated as the
"load that produces set." In the case of the test represented by Fig. 4
the load that produces set is 97 000 lb. per linear in. of segment.
Method (c)
Method (c) consists of the direct measurement of the set in a
direction normal to the surfaces in contact after each of a series of in-
creasing loads, the smallest load that produces a detectable set being
considered as representing the elastic limit of the specimen. The set was
measured with the profilometer described in Section 4 and illustrated in
Fig. 2. Figure 5 shows the profilometer readings on a pair of specimens
made of steel castings, one diagram representing the readings taken on
the base and the other those taken on the segment. A set of 0.0001 in.
was produced in the base at a load of 90 000 lb. and a set of 0.00025 in.
was produced on both base and segment at a load of 100 000 lb. The same
specimens finished to the same diameter when tested by method (b)
gave the results presented in Fig. 6. The smallest load producing set,
as determined by method (b), was 80 500 lb., as compared with 90 000
lb., the smallest load producing a set that could be detected with a
profilometer.
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FIG. 7. COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED BY METHOD (a) WITH THOSE
OBTAINED BY METHOD (b)
Figure 7 shows the results obtained from three tests in which
methods (a) and (b) were both applied to the same specimens. Eight
tests were made similar to the three represented by Fig. 7, and the
results obtained by the two methods are presented in adjacent columns
of Table 1. In these tests the load that produced a yield-point stress, as
given by method (a), agreed quite well with the load that produced set,
as given by method (b).
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF RESULTS OBTAINED BY METHOD (a) WITH
THOSE OBTAINED BY METHOD (b)
Diameter of segment, 240 in.; thickness of segment, 2 in.;
material, steel castings.
All loads in thousands of pounds per linear inch of segment.
Load Producing Load that
Test No. ied it S Produces Set,in the Material, Method (b)
Method (a).
30................ 44.0 47.0
31 ............... 47.0 40.5
32............... 48.0 49.0
33 ............... 45.0 52.5
34............... 45.0 56.0
35 ............... 48.0 43.3
36................ 42.0 51.3
37 ............... 43.0 47.3
Average.......... 45.25 47.74
The three methods described give results that are reasonably con-
sistent, and any one of them can be used to determine approximately
the least load that will stress the materia to the yield point or pro-
duce an appreciable set. Each of the three methods, however has a
weakness.
The break in the curve obtained by method (a) is sometimes very
indistinct and its location would be materially affected by a small error in
the reading at a single load just above or just below the load at the break.
Moreover, it was found that when a pair of blocks was used for a number
of tests by refinishing the surfaces in contact, if only a small amount of
material was removed in the refinishing, the break in the curve for suc-
cessive tests became less and less distinct until it finally disappeared.
The distinctness of the break in the curve is different for different
specimens. Figure 8 shows the results of a test by method (a) of the
blocks K and P when the segment was finished to a diameter of 120 in.
If the break in the curve for every test were as definite as the one in this
diagram, no better test could be desired. Unfortunately, this diagram
is exceptional.
The principal difficulty with method (b) is that the curve has no
abrupt break and an arbitrary construction is necessary to determine
the point corresponding to the load to be designated as the load at which
set begins to increase rapidly. A number of constructions were tried and
the one that has been described was selected as the best, although it
has two somewhat serious weaknesses: (1) the location of the point in
which the line bisecting the angle between the two tangents cuts the
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FIG. 8. LOAD THAT PRODUCES A YIELD-POINT STRESS,
BY METHOD (a)
curve depends upon the relation between the horizontal and vertical
scales; and (2) the upper branch of the curve does not terminate in a
straight line, and the position and slope of the tangent depends somewhat
upon the amount by which this branch is extended. The first objection
was largely eliminated, in so far as comparative results are concerned,
by arbitrarily fixing the relation between the two scales. For the tests
constituting the main part of this investigation, the relation between
the two scales was fixed by the following rule: For the load, one divi-
sion on the diagram represents 10 000 lb.; for the distance between shims,
1
one division on the diagram represents of the diameter of the
12 000
segment, so that for a 480-in. cylinder, one division represents 0.04 in.
If the resulting diagrams are too large or too small, both scales are
multiplied by the same factor, as in Fig. 10.
To avoid excessive errors due to the curvature of the upper branch
of the diagrams, all curves were extended approximately the same dis-
tance.
All possible sources of error cannot be eliminated from an arbitrary
construction such as has been described but it is believed that two
experimenters, governed by the same rules, will get results agreeing
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FIG. 9. ERRATIC READINGS AT LOW LOADS, BY METHOD (b)
within ten per cent, a tolerance that is not excessive considering the
nature of the problem. Li
Tests can be made very easily by method (b) and the points located
from the observed data invariably fall on a smooth curve. With this
method as finally developed, standard steel thickness gages were used
for shims, and the distance between shims was measured by a celluloid
tapered scale. This measurement was made on both faces of the speci-
mens and the average of the two readings taken as the true distance.
A duplicate set of readings was taken after each increment of the load,
the shims being removed between successive readings. The two sets of
readings usually agreed within 0.003 in.
The curves in Fig. 7 show the results of tests made early in the
investigation before the technique of testing had been fully developed,
and at a time when brass shim stock was used for shims. The curves
obtained at a later date were more satisfactory, the one shown in Fig. 6,
being typical of a majority of those made during the investigation.
For two tests of the blocks M and R when the base M was one inch
or less in height, the successive readings increased rapidly for the first
two or three loads and then less rapidly for the following loads, as
shown in Fig. 9. The same tendency appeared to a much less degree in a
few other tests. The lower branch of the curve for these tests was made
tangent to a vertical line, as shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 10 shows the results of a test for which the readings were
erratic throughout; but although the readings were erratic, no reason-
able curve could be drawn representing the results that would materially
change the position of the intersection of the bisector with the curve.
The readings represented by the curve of Fig. 10 are probably as erratic
as for any test that has been included in this bulletin, and only a few
tests have been reported for which the readings were as erratic as they
were for this one. In a very few cases the readings were so erratic that
the tests have not been reported, and a few other tests have been dis-
carded because the maximum load was too small, thus making the upper
branch of the curve too short.
Method (c) was not used until the investigation was well advanced,
and is of interest in this bulletin only in that it furnishes a direct check
upon the results obtained by method (b) in the one case in which a test
was made by both methods. The instrument developed for use with this
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method proved to be much more sensitive than had been anticipated,
readings being duplicated readily to 0.0001 in. Method (c) is slower
than method (b) but otherwise seems quite satisfactory, although it will
not determine as small a set as can be determined by method (b).
After methods (a) and (b) and two or three others that proved
unsatisfactory had been tried, method (b) was selected as the one most
suitable for this investigation. Method (a) was not used, largely be-
cause of the indistinctness of the break in the curves obtained from
specimens that had been finished and retested a number of times. It is
believed, however, that method (a) can be used successfully on materials
having a well defined yield point, and it has the advantage that the
minimum load producing a yield-point stress in the material is definitely
located by a break in the curve.
6. Development of Methods of Testing: Area in Contact.-Many at-
tempts have been made to determine the width of the area of the surface
in contact when a cylinder lying on a plane surface is subjected to a load,
and many schemes have been tried by the various experimenters in an
effort to obtain this measurement. Three methods have been tried in
connection with this investigation; these are designated as method (1),
method (2), and method (3), respectively.
Method (1)
By this method the area in contact is computed from the distance
between shims of known thickness. When shims are placed between a
segment and base, in the manner illustrated in Fig. 1, the inner edge
of the shim is some distance from the outer edge of the area in contact.
If the portions of the surfaces of the cylinder and plane not in contact
remained truly cylindrical and plane surfaces, respectively, the distance
from the edge of the shim to the edge of the area in contact could be
computed, and the width of the area in contact could be determined from
the distance between the shims. Unfortunately, however, the portions
of the blocks adjacent to the area in contact are deformed. Never-
theless, experimenters have attempted to determine the width of the area
in contact from the distance between shims by introducing a correction
factor. Two correction formulas have been proposed, designated here as
formula (1) and formula (2), respectively.
Formula (1) is based upon the assumption that the surfaces outside
of the area in contact are in no way affected by the pressure. If this
assumption were true, the portions adjacent to the area in contact would
be as shown in Fig. 11 and the width of the area in contact could be
obtained from the distance between shims by applying the formula
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FIG. 11. DEFORMED SURFACES AS ASSUMED IN FORMULA (1)
2a = 2/b 2 - 2rt, in which the letters designate the quantities shown in
the figure.
Formula (2) is based upon the assumption that the surfaces outside
of the area in contact remain truly plane and truly cylindrical, respective-
ly, but, instead of the loaded surfaces being parallel to the unloaded sur-
faces as assumed in Fig. 11, the cylinder and plane are assumed to be
tangent to each other at the edge of the area in contact. Under these
conditions the width of the area in contact would be given by the equation
2a = 2b - 2 /V2r
If the correction formula used were exact, the computed widths
of the area in contact obtained by using shims of various thicknesses
would all agree. Two tests were made on this basis to determine whether
or not either correction formula was accurate. In the first test, a
cylinder having a diameter of 239 in. was subjected to loads ranging
from 15 000 to 75 000 lb., and the distance between shims was measured
for a number of pairs of shims having thicknesses varying from 0.0015
to 0.015 in. As a check, the width of area in contact was measured also
by method (3). Values for the width of area in contact were then
obtained from the distance between shims of various thicknesses,
first by applying formula (1) and then by applying formula (2).
The relation between the thickness of the shims and the width of the
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FIG. 12. EFFECT OF THICKNESS OF SHIMS UPON COMPUTED WIDTH OF
AREA IN CONTACT WITH DIAMETER OF CYLINDER 239 IN.
area in contact as computed by formulas (1) and (2) is shown in Fig. 12.
Similar results from tests of a cylinder having a diameter of 117.5 in.
are presented in Fig. 13. In all cases the width of the area in contact
recorded for shims of zero thickness is the width that was obtained by the
use of the lamp-black method (method (3), see p. 27.)
Figures 12a and 13a show that formula (1) gives values for the
width of area that are too large, and Figs. 12b and 13b show that formula
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FIG. 13. EFFECT OF THICKNESS OF SHIMS UPON COMPUTED WIDTH OF
AREA IN CONTACT WITH DIAMETER OF CYLINDER 117.5 IN.
(2) gives values that are too small. Both sets of diagrams show that the
true correction is not a geometrical function alone, as the magnitude of
the correction, for a given diameter of segment and thickness of shims,
is a function of the load. It is believed that the width of the area in
contact cannot be determined satisfactorily from the distance between
shims of known thickness by the use of either of these formulas.
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Method (2)
Some experimenters have attempted to determine the width of the
area in contact between a cylinder and a plane surface by measuring the
width of the imprint on a piece of thin paper placed between the sur-
faces in contact. This method gives a width greater than the true one
due to the compression of the paper, the effect of the compression being
to extend the contact between the specimens and the paper beyond the
point where contact between the specimens would cease if the paper
were not present.
Method (3)
It is believed that the most accurate method of measuring the
area in contact is one in which the outline of the surface in contact is
made apparent by the use of coloring matter, such as lamp black or
Prussian blue. This coating of coloring matter must be exceedingly thin
as a coating of any appreciable thickness would give an imprint wider
than the true area in contact. The best technique seems to be to put a
small amount of lamp black on the plane surface, spread it around even-
ly, and then wipe it off so that the surface of the metal has the appearance
of being tarnished rather than of carrying a coating. The thickness of
the lamp black thus applied is inappreciable. When the specimens are
placed in the machine and loaded, that portion of the tarnished surface
receiving pressure is brightened sufficiently to delineate the area in
contact.
An effort was made to measure the thickness of such a layer of
coloring matter. Twelve cast steel blocks 1 in. square and 0.08 in.
thick were carefully finished on both sides. They were wiped clean and
then stacked and their combined thickness measured with a micrometer.
The top and bottom blocks were then coated on the inside surfaces and
all others on both sides, so that when the blocks were again stacked the
combined thickness included 22 coats of coloring matter. This com-
bined thickness was again measured by the micrometer, and the differ-
ence between the thickness of the stack of blocks when clean and when
coated was taken as the thickness of the coloring matter. By this method
the average thickness of a single coating was found to be slightly less
than 0.00005 in.
Figure 12 indicates that the correction for the thickness of shims is
too small if computed by formula (1) and too large if computed by form-
ula (2). The same figure shows that, for a cylinder having a diameter
of 239 in., the width of the imprint on the coloring matter is 1.3 in. at a
load of 45 000 lb. Assuming formulas (1) and (2) to be applicable for
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the correction of the thickness of coloring matter and assuming the
coating to be 0.00005 in. thick, the width of the area in contact is
2 3) - 239 X 0.00005
or 1.298 in. by formula (1) and
1.3 - 2N/0.00005 x 239
or 1.08 in. by formula (2). The true width is probably about 1.19 in.,
the average of the two values. If 1.19 in. is the true width of the area
in contact, failure to correct for the thickness of the coating will cause
an error of about 10 per cent.
Figure 13 shows that, for a cylinder having a diameter of 117.5 in.,
the width of the imprint on the coloring matter is 0.94 in. at a load of
40 000 lb. The width of the area in contact is
2(0 4) - 117.5 X 0.00005
or 0.926 in. by formula (1), and
0.94 - 2V/0.00005 X 117.5
or 0.790 in., by formula (2); the average of the two is 0.858 in., or 9 per
cent less than the width of the imprint. Evidently, even a very thin
coating of coloring matter may introduce an appreciable error, but
nevertheless it is believed that this is the most satisfactory method
of those tried for determining the width of the area in contact.
7. Preliminary Tests.-The specimens used in this investigation
consisted of comparatively small blocks, and they were refinished and
retested many times. Preliminary tests were made to determine whether
the results obtained on the small blocks were applicable to large mem-
bers and also to determine whether the repeated loading of a specimen
affected the magnitude of the load that produced set.
Three series of tests were made to determine the effect of the size
of the blocks upon the load producing either set or a yield-point stress
in the material. The first two series were completed before method (b)
had been perfected, and the load producing a yield-point stress as de-
termined by method (a) was used in determining the relative behavior
of small and large blocks.
The first series of tests was made on steel casting specimens 2 in.
thick, 8 in. high, and 10 in. wide, and the segment was finished to a
diameter of 40 in. The specimens were first tested when placed in the
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FIG. 14. EFFECT OF HEIGHT OF SEGMENT UPON LOAD PRODUCING YIELD-POINT
STRESS IN THE MATERIAL WITH DIAMETER OF 40 IN.
testing machine in such a manner as to bring the area in contact at the
center of the segment. Without being refinished, the specimens were
again tested placed in the machine in such a manner as to bring the
area in contact 3.25 in. from the right-hand edge. Further tests were
made with the specimens so placed that the area in contact was 2.25 in.
from the right-hand edge, and 3.25 in. and 2.25 in. from the left-hand
edge, respectively. The size of the block remained unchanged.
After these tests had been completed, both blocks were refinished,
and the top of the segment was cut off to produce heights, successively,
of 6.75, 5, and 3 in. Tests were made on the specimens at each height
with the blocks so placed as to bring the area in contact at different
distances from the edge of the blocks, in the manner already described.
The specimens were finally tested after the segment had been reduced
to a height of 1 in. and a width of 2 in. The minimum load producing
a yield-point stress in the material is shown in Fig. 14, in which the
abscissas represent the height of the segment, and the ordinates the load
producing a yield-point stress in the material. For the lower group of
curves, the tests made with different edge distances are plotted separate-
ly; for the upper curve, tests made with different edge distances are not
separated, all tests on segments of the same height being grouped to-
gether. For both sets of curves the numeral adjacent to a point indi-
cates the number of tests that have been averaged.
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TABLE 2
EFFECT OF SIZE OF SEGMENT UPON LOAD THAT PRODUCES A YIELD-POINT
STRESS IN THE MATERIAL
Diameter of Segment approximately 120 in.
All dimensions in inches; all loads in thousands of pounds per linear inch of segment.
Dimensions of Segment
Load that Produces
a Yield-point Stress
Test No.
44...........
45 ...........
46 ...........
47............
48 ...........
49 ............
50. ...........
51. ...........
52 ............
53 ............
54............
55. ...........
Thickness* Height
8.75
8.62
8.50
7.12
7.00
6.88
5.12
5.12
5.12
3.00
3.00
3.00
Width
9.0
9.0
9.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
D
*Length of segment measured parallel to axis of cylinder.
iameter IndividualTest
119
119
119
118
118
118
117
117
117
117
117
117
See Fig. 1.
Average of
Three Tests
32.3
31.3
32.0
31.7
TABLE 3.
EFFECT OF REPEATED LOADS UPON THE LOAD THAT PRODUCES
A YIELD-POINT STRESS IN THE MATERIAL AS DETERMINED
BY SUBSEQUENT TESTS. METHOD (a)
Material, steel castings; thickness, 2 inches; diameter, approx-
imately 240 in.
All dimensions in inches; all loads in thousands of pounds per
linear inch of segment.
Test No.
30...............
3 1...............
32...............
33 ..............
34...............
35 ...............
36...............
37...............
38..............
Material Removed
Since Last Test
Inches
First test
0.005 + or -
do
do
do
0.50
0.005 + or -
do
do
Load that Produces
a Yield-point Stress
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FIG. 15. EFFECT OF HEIGHT OF BASE UPON MINIMUM LOAD PRODUCING
SET WITH DIAMETER OF SEGMENT 480 IN.
The curves of Fig. 14 indicate that, for segments having a diameter
of 40 in., the load producing a yield-point stress in the material is not
appreciably affected by reducing the height from 9 to 1 in. and the edge
distance from 5 to 1 in.
The blocks used in the second series of tests were steel castings 2 in.
thick and the segment was finished to diameters varying from 119 to
117 in. The size of the segment was reduced from a height of 8.75 in.
and a width of 9 in. to a height of 3 in. and a width of 3 in. The area in
contact was at the center of the block for all tests. The dimensions of
the segment and the minimum load producing a yield-point stress in the
material are given in Table 2. These tests indicate that, for segments
having a diameter of approximately 120 in., reducing the size of the
segmental block from 9 in. by 9 in. to 3 in. by 3 in. has no appreciable
effect upon the load producing a yield-point stress in the material.
The blocks used in the third series of tests were steel castings 4 in.
thick and the segment was finished to a diameter of 480 in. For the first
test of the series the segment was 12 in. wide and 8.75 in. high, and the
base was 12 in. wide and 9 in. high. For subsequent tests, the width of
the segment and the base was 12 in. and the height of the segment was
reduced only in so far as became necessary in refinishing the cylindrical
surface. The base was reduced in height, successively, from 9 in. to
5, 3, 2, and 1 in.
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TABLE 4
EFFECT OF REPEATED LOADS UPON THE LOAD THAT PRODUCES SET
AS DETERMINED BY SUBSEQUENT TESTS. METHOD (b)
All dimensions in inches; all loads in thousands of pounds per linear
inch of segment.
Diameter of
Segment
(1)
240...............
720...............
480...............
240...............
720...............
360...............
240 ...............
720...............
480 ...............
240...............
720...............
480...............
240...............
Thickness of
Block*
(2)
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
Thickness of
Material Removed
Since Last Test
(3)
1st test
0.01 + or -
do
do
do
0.50
0.01 + or -
do
1st test
0.01 + or -
0.25
0.01 + or -
0.25
0.38
0.01 + or -
0.25
1st test
0.01 + or -
do
0.37
0.01 + or -
0.37
0.01 + or -
1st test
0.01 +or -
0.01 + or -
0.25
0.01 + or -
0.01 + or -
0.38
0.01 + or -
1st test
0.01 + or -
0.01 + or -
0.25
0.01 + or -
0.38
0.01 + or -
*Length of segment measured parallel to axis of cylinder. See Fig. 1.
Method (b) was used to determine the minimum load producing
set. The relation between the height of the base and the load producing
set is presented graphically in Fig. 15. These tests show that, for a
segment having a diameter of 480 in., the load that produces set increases
with the height of the base up to a height of approximately 3.5 in., but
further increases in the height have no appreciable effect upon that load.
A large number of tests were made to determine the effect of re-
peated loads upon the load producing a yield-point stress or a permanent
deformation in the material as determined by subsequent tests. Tests
Nos. 30 to 38 inclusive were all made on the same pair of blocks. The
Load that
Produces Set
(4)
47.0
40.0
49.0
53.0
55.0
43.5
51.3
47.0
108.0
106.5
78.7
70.4
79.5
43.5
37.5
38.8
127.5
119.0
119.0
64.8
67.0
54.6
47.2
127.0
130.5
124.5
99.5
95.0
93.7
65.5
57.7
114.0
126.5
125.0
97.0
93.0
65.5
65.2
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TABLE 5
EFFECT OF ROLLING A SEGMENT UNDER LOAD UPON THE LOAD PRODUCING SET AS
DETERMINED BY SUBSEQUENT TESTS
The rolling consisted of 55 000 strokes below 32 500 lb., 10 000 strokes at 32 500
lb., 10 000 strokes at 35 000 lb.
All dimensions in inches; all loads in thousands of pounds per linear inch of seg-
ment.
Load that Produces Set
Thickness
Specimens Diameter of Block*
Before After
(1) (2) (3) Rolling Rolling
(4) (5)
aand b......... 66 4 21.2 16.8
21.9 18.8
cand d......... 65 4 16.5 16.6
16.5 16.7
*Length of segment measured parallel to axis of cylinder. See Fig. 1.
segment was originally finished to a diameter of 239.5 in. and then tested,
this test being designated as Test No. 30. The specimens were then
refinished by grinding approximately 0.005 in. from the finished surfaces
and again tested, this test being designated as Test No. 31; a similar
procedure was followed for Tests Nos. 32, 33, and 34. One-half inch of
metal was then cut from the finished surface of each block and the blocks
were again tested, this test being designated as Test No. 35. The
specimens were then successively refinished for Tests Nos. 36, 37, and
38 by grinding a few thousandths of an inch from the finished surfaces
before each test. The results of this series of tests are presented in
Table 3.
In Table 4 are presented the results of other tests made upon blocks
that were refinished a large number of times. In column 1 are given the
diameters of the segments, in column 2 the thicknesses of the blocks, in
column 3 the amount of material removed since the previous test, and
in column 4 the load producing set as determined by method (b).
Table 5 presents figures showing the effect of rolling a segment
under load upon the load producing set as determined by subsequent
tests. In the 4th column are given the loads producing set before the
specimens were rolled, and in the 5th column the corresponding loads
for the specimens after they were rolled.
The results presented in Tables 3, 4, and 5 contain many erratic
differences, but these differences are no greater than is to be expected in
tests of this character and there is no indication of any consistent rela-
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tion between repeated overstress and variations in the load producing
set as determined by subsequent tests. It was considered that the es-
tablishment of this fact justified using blocks over and over for a large
number of tests. This not only resulted in a great saving in material
for specimens but it also eliminated erratic variations resulting from the
fact that different blocks, supposedly of the same composition, have
materially different physical properties.
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The usual procedure in finishing the specimens for the main part of
this investigation was to remove about 0.12 in. of metal from the finished
surfaces after each test. It is believed that errors resulting from the
repeated loading of a given set of blocks were much smaller than those
that would have been introduced if a number of different blocks had been
used for each series.
III. RESULTS OF STATIC TESTS
8. Relation between Diameter of Segment and Load that Produces
Set.-A large number of pairs of blocks were tested with the segment
finished to curves of various diameters so that a great amount of data
has been collected with reference to the relation between the diameter
of a segment and the load that produces set. This is presented graphical-
ly in Figs. 16 to 22.
The results shown in Figs. 16 and 17 inclusive were obtained from
tests of steel castings of medium grade, A.S.T.M. Specifications, that
had been thoroughly annealed. The pairs of specimens IN, KP, LQ,
and MR were 1, 2, 3, and 4 in. thick, respectively.
^^ ^^^
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The results shown in Figs. 18 and 19, inclusive, were obtained from
tests of steel forgings of structural grade, with the exception of speci-
mens A and E which were hot rolled plates of structural grade. The pairs
of specimens AE, BF, CG, and DH were 0.87, 2, 3, and 4 in. thick
respectively.
One pair of steel castings of medium grade designated as pq was
originally finished to a thickness of 10 in. After being tested with the
segment finished to curves of various diameters, the specimens were
reduced in thickness to 8 in. and again tested. Tests were thus made
with the segment finished to various diameters and with the thickness
of the blocks successively 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2 in. The results of these tests
at various thicknesses are given in Figs. 20 and 21.
Three pairs of steel castings, rs, tu, and vw varied in hardness, rs
being soft, tu hard, and vw extra hard, their Brinell Nos. being 105, 165,
and 225, respectively. These specimens were all 2 in. thick, and all
pairs were tested with the segments finished to various diameters. The
results of these tests are presented in Fig. 22.
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Figures 16 to 22 give a great amount of information with reference
to the relation between the diameter of a segment and the load that
produces set. It should be remembered, however, that the selection of
the load designated as the load producing set is made by an arbitrary
construction, and the point selected is influenced by the ratio between
the vertical and horizontal scales to which diagrams used in connection
with method (b) are plotted. The rule followed in obtaining the results
presented in Figs. 16 to 22 was to make the ratio between the two scales
vary directly with the diameter of the segment, as explained in Section
5. This rule results in a ratio between the two scales that is entirely
practicable for segments varying from 720 to 240 in. in diameter, fairly
satisfactory for segments 120 in. in diameter, but entirely impracticable
for segments of smaller diameters, the horizontal scale being too sensi-
tive, or the vertical scale too insensitive. Tests of segments having a
diameter of 40 in. were omitted from Figs. 16 to 22 because it was im-
practicable to plot the results on the prescribed scales. Another rule
that was considered was to make the ratio between the horizontal and
vertical scales the same at all diameters. The vertical scale obtained
by this rule is too sensitive for small diameters, or the horizontal scale
too insensitive, just the reverse of the conditions resulting from the
use of the other rule.
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The use of one ratio between the scales at some diameters and of
another ratio between them at others would introduce an error in the
curve showing the effect of diameter upon the load producing set. The
proper relation between the ratio of the two scales and the diameter of
the segment, in order that the apparent effect of the diameter upon the
load that produces set may be the true effect, probably lies between the
relations given by the two rules.
The location of the points in Fig. 16, for blocks P and K, was ob-
tained from the curves used in method (b), when the scales for the
latter were determined by the rule requiring the ratio between the two
scales to vary as the diameter. The data used in obtaining this
diagram were also used in obtaining Fig. 23. The location of the points
in Fig. 23 was obtained from the curves used in method (b) when the
ratio between the two scales for the latter was made constant, that is,
independent of the diameter of the segment. The curves of Figs. 16 and
23 are replotted in Fig. 24 for purposes of comparison.
The average of the two curves, the broken-line curve, represents
quite accurately the true relation between the diameter of the segment
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TABLE 6
RELATION BETWEEN DIAMETER OF SEGMENT AND LOAD THAT PRODUCES SET
All dimensions in inches; all loads in pounds per linear inch of segment. The
expressions in Column 5 are applicable to segments having diameters ranging from
120 to 720 in.
Specimens
(1)
A and E ....................
B and F ....................
C and G ....................
D and H ....................
I and N ....................
P and K ....................
L and Q.... ................
M and R..................
p and q.................. .
p and q .....................
p and q .....................
p and q .....................
p and q .....................
r and s ....................
t and u .....................
v and w....................
Material
(2)
Structural Steel......
Steel Forging........
Steel Castings.......
Length of Brinell
Segment* No.
(3) (4)
0.87 90.4
2.0 101.0
3.0 112.1
4.0 111.7
1.0 127.0
2.0 130.0
3.0 129.0
4.0 117.0
10.0 127.4
8.0 126.8
6.0 130.0
4.0 130.5
2.0 123.3
2.0 105.0
2.0 165.0
2.0 225.0
*Measured parallel to the axis of the cylinder. See Fig. 1.
Expression for Load
that Produces Set
(5)
5 000 + 77 D
4 000 + 103 D
7 000 + 133 D
7 000 + 150 D
6 000 + 140 D
8 000 + 162 D
14 000 + 163 D
10 000 + 167 D
10 000 + 125 D
10 000 + 133 D
0 + 156 D
0 + 130 D
0 + 112 D
0+ 46D
18 000 + 222 D
0 + 267 D
and the load that produces set in the material. The curve lies above a
straight line through the origin showing that the minimum load that
produces set increases less rapidly than the diameter.
The broken-line curve lies above the curve transferred from Fig. 16,
the one drawn according to the rule followed for all of the curves in Figs.
16 to 22. The curves showing the true relation between the diameter
of the segment and the load producing set would, therefore, probably
lie slightly above the curves of Figs. 16 to 22 in the portion near the
origin. The divergency between the two sets of curves, however, is small
except for small diameters. The difference between the corresponding
ordinates of the lower and middle curves of Fig. 24 is 16 per cent at a
diameter of 120 inches.
All the curves in Figs. 16 to 22 lie above a straight line through the
origin except those in Figs. 20c, 22a, and 22c, which are straight lines
through the origin, and those in Fig. 21 which lie below a straight line
through the origin. Although a majority of these diagrams are curved
lines, the curvature varies so much with different blocks, and is so slight
for the portion corresponding to segments having diameters of 120 in. or
more, and the method of interpreting the tests is so subject to small
errors, that an attempt to represent the curves by other than straight-line
equations does not seem justifiable. It would apparently be entirely
consistent with the character of the results to represent them by an
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FIG. 25. EFFECT OF HARDNESS UPON LOAD THAT PRODUCES Set.
STEEL CASTINGS
empirical straight-line equation applicable to cases involving segment
diameters of 120 in. and greater. The proposed equations and the lines
that they represent are given in Figs. 16 to 22 inclusive. A description
of the blocks and the empirical equations for the load producing set are
listed in Table 6. The equations are not applicable to segments having
a diameter less than 120 in.
9. Relation between Hardness of Steel Castings and Load that Pro-
duces Set.-A series of tests was made to determine the effect of the hard-
ness of steel castings, as controlled by chemical composition, upon the
load that produces. set. The blocks used in this series were r and s, P
and K, t and u, and v and w. All blocks were 2 in. thick and were tested
with the segment finished to various diameters ranging from 120 to 480
in. The blocks were classified according to hardness as follows: r and s,
soft; P and K, medium; t and u, hard; and v and w, extra hard. All
blocks were annealed before being tested. The properties of the blocks
are presented in Table 7.
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FIG. 26. EFFECT OF HARDNESS UPON LOAD THAT PRODUCES SET.
VARIOUS MATERIALS
The relation between the diameter and the load producing set for
blocks K and P, r and s, t and u, and v and w are given in Figs. 16b and
22, respectively. In obtaining data to show the relation between the load
that produces set and the hardness of the material, the load for a par-
ticular pair of blocks and for a given diameter was read from the proper
one of these diagrams. The relation between the load that produces set
and the hardness of the material is shown by the curves of Fig. 25.
There are a number of characteristics of these curves that are re-
markable. Segments made from a soft grade of steel castings are per-
manently deformed by a very small load; segments made from an extra
hard grade of steel castings are permanently deformed at a lower load
than segments made from a hard grade; and, for segments made from a
medium grade of steel castings, the grade almost universally used in
engineering structures, a slight change in the hardness makes a big
change in the load that produces set. The fact that the load producing
set is greater for segments made from a hard grade of steel castings than
it is for those made from a medium grade was to be expected; that the
difference is so great is surprising.
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The fact that there is such a strong family resemblance between the
curves of Fig. 25 is due to the values plotted having been read from the
curves of Figs. 16 and 22, thereby eliminating the erratic variations
among the individual tests. The location of the plotted points in Fig.
26 and the discussion in the following paragraph, indicate that the
points having fallen on smooth curves for Fig. 25 was largely accidental.
The specimens r and s, P and K, t and u, and v and w were steel
castings obtained specially for this series of tests. The blocks p and q,
BA and BB, and BC and BD were similar to these and data obtained
from them can be used in this study. The blocks B and F were likewise
similar to the blocks specially obtained for the series, except that they
were steel forgings. The results obtained from the tests of specimens
p and q, and B and F are given in Figs. 21b and 18b, and those for
specimens BA and BB, and BC and BD in Fig. 27. The curves of Fig.
25 have been reproduced on Fig. 26 and the data from Figs. 21b, 18b,
and 27 have been added.
The specimens p and q are comparable with K and P in composition
and method of manufacture, yet the load producing set is very much
less for the former than for the latter; likewise, the load producing set
for BA and BB is much less than for t and u, with which they are com-
parable; the load producing set for the vanadium steel castings BC and
BD is greater than for carbon steel castings of equal hardness; and the
load producing set for the soft forgings B and F is greater than for
equally soft steel castings, but less than for steel castings of medium
grade.
In order to determine the effect of heat treatment upon steel cast-
ings, after the series of tests represented by Fig. 16b had been com-
pleted, the blocks K and P were heat treated by holding them at a tem-
perature of 1550 deg. F. for two hours, quenching them in water, and
then holding them at a temperature of 800 deg. F. for three hours.
The results of the subsequent tests are presented graphically by the
upper curve of Fig. 28. A curve obtained from Fig. 16, showing the re-
sults of tests of the same specimens when annealed, is reproduced as the
lower curve of Fig. 28. The heat treatment raised the Brinell number
from 130 to 173, and doubled the load producing set.
The results of the series of tests to determine the effect of hardness
upon the load that produces set, point to the following conclusions:
(1) For soft steel castings, the load that produces set is very small.
(2) For castings of medium grade, the load that produces set in-
creases very rapidly with the hardness.
(3) For castings, grade hard (A. S. T. M. specifications), the load
that produces set is much greater than it is for castings, grade medium.
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(4) Increasing the hardness beyond that of castings designated as
grade hard, does not increase the load that produces set.
(5) The load that produces set is less for a soft casting than for a
forging having the same Brinell number.
(6) The load that produces set can be increased greatly for steel
castings of medium grade by proper heat treatment.
(7) For a given increase in the hardness of steel castings, the load
that produces set is increased more if the hardness is increased by heat
treatment than if it is increased by increasing the carbon content.
The choice of specimens is a large factor in a series of tests of this
kind and the selection of other blocks might have produced results
differing materially from those shown in Figs. 25 and 26, but the choice
of specimens probably would not have affected the general conclusions
drawn from the tests.
10. Relation between Length* of Segment and Load that Produces
Set.-Three series of tests were made to determine the effect of the length
of the segment upon the load per linear inch of segment that produces
set. The first series of tests was made upon the blocks A and E, B and F,
C and G, and D and H. The blocks A and E were structural steel
plates 0.87 in. thick; the others were steel forgings of structural grade,
their thicknesses being 2 in. for B and F, 3 in. for C and G, and 4 in. for
D and H. All blocks were annealed before being tested. The properties
of the blocks are given in Table 7, and the results of the tests are pre-
sented graphically in Figs. 18 and 19. In obtaining data to show the
relation between the load that produces set and the length of the seg-
ment, the value of the load for a given diameter and for a given thick-
ness of block has been read from the proper one of these diagrams, thus
eliminating the erratic variations of individual tests. The relation
between the load per linear inch of segment that produces set and the
thickness of block is presented in Fig. 29. Unfortunately, the thinnest
two blocks were also the softest, so that there is some uncertainty as to
whether the greater load required to produce set is due to the greater
thickness or to the greater hardness. The 3- and 4-in. blocks, however,
have almost exactly the same hardness.
The second series of tests was made upon steel castings of medium
grade, the blocks being designated as I and N, P and K, L and Q, and
M and R, the thickness of the pairs of blocks being 1, 2, 3, and 4 in.,
respectively. All blocks were annealed before being tested. The proper-
ties of the material are given in Table 7, and the results of the tests are
presented graphically in Figs. 16 and 17. As in the previous series, the
*Measured parallel to the axis of the cylinder (see Fig. 1).
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FIG. 31. RELATION BETWEEN LENGTH OF SEGMENT AND LOAD PER LINEAR
INCH OF SEGMENT THAT PRODUCES SET. STEEL CASTINGS
value of the load producing set for a given diameter and for a given thick-
ness of block was read from the proper one of these diagrams. The rela-
tion between the load per linear inch of segment that produces set and
the length of the segment is presented in Fig. 30. The full-line curves
represent the values read from the curves of Figs. 16 and 17; the broken-
line curves the same values corrected for the effect of hardness by means
of Fig. 25. The thinnest three pairs of blocks all had about the same
Brinell hardness and both sets of curves indicate that the load that
produces set increases with the thickness for thicknesses ranging from 1 to
3 in. The 4-in. base was distinctly softer than the other blocks, and the
relation between the two variables in question is not clear for thicknesses
greater than 3 in.
The results of both series of tests were unsatisfactory, partly be-
cause of variations in the properties of the individual blocks, and partly
because the thickness of the thickest blocks was not great enough. A
third series of tests was therefore planned to study the relation in
question. The specimens used in this series were cut from a steel casting
of medium grade that was originally approximately 11 in. square and
22 in. long. The block was sawed in two in the middle and each half
was machined to a cube 10 in. on a side. The surfaces in contact during
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FIG. 32. SEGMENT OF ROLLER AND TRACK FOR RALL TYPE OF
BASCULE BRIDGE
the tests were the midsections before the casting was sawed in two.
The properties of the material are presented in Table 7. The blocks 10
in. thick were tested with the segment finished to various diameters
ranging from 120 to 480 in. They were then reduced in thickness to 8 in.
by cutting 1 in. from the two opposite faces of each block and were again
tested; in the same manner they were reduced to and tested at suc-
cessive thicknesses of 6, 4, and 2 in. The blocks were thus tested with the
segment finished to diameters ranging from 120 to 480 in. and with
successive thicknesses of 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2 in.; the same blocks were used
for all tests. The results of the tests are given in Figs. 20 and 21. In
obtaining the relation between the load that produces set and the length
of the segment, the load for a given diameter and for a given thickness
of block was read from these diagrams. The relation found in this way
is given in Fig. 31.
The results of this series of tests indicate that the load per linear
inch of segment that produces set increased with the length of the
segment (thickness of block) up to a length of 6 in. for segments having
diameters of from 120 to 480 in., but that an increase of length above
6 in. did not materially increase that load. With an increase of thickness
from 2 to 6 in. the load that produced set increased by 68 per cent for
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FIG. 33. POSITION OF SEGMENTS DURING TESTS. ROLLER FOR
RALL TYPE OF BRIDGE
segments having a diameter of 120 in. and by 40 per cent for those having
a diameter of 480 in.; with an increase of thickness from 4 to 6 in. that
load increased by 20 per cent for segments having a diameter of 120 in.
and by 15 per cent for those having a diameter of 480 in.
11. Miscellaneous Tests.-Two sets of tests were made that did not
belong to any of the principal series; these were (1) tests of rollers used
on the Rall type of bascule bridges, and (2) tests of pieces cut from the
sole plates of the Galveston Causeway bascule bridge. These tests are
described in the following paragraphs.
Tests of Rollers used on the Rall Type of Bridge
The specimens for these tests are shown in Fig. 32.* The diameter
and length of the roller and the cross-section of the track are comparable
with those used on medium sized bridges of this type. Two pairs of
specimens were tested, of which one pair, BG and BI, was made of
carbon-steel castings of medium grade, and the other, BF and BH, of
vanadium-steel castings. The properties of the specimens are given in
Table 8. These specimens were tested in two positions: (1) when con-
tact was at the ribs, as shown in Fig. 33a; and (2) when contact was
midway between the ribs, as shown in Fig. 33b. The results of the tests
are shown in Table 9. These tests show that the load that produced set
was slightly greater for the vanadium-steel than for the carbon-steel
*These specimens were furnished by the Strobel Steel Construction Co. of Chicago.
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TABLE 8
ANALYSIS OF MISCELLANEOUS SPECIMENS
Material
Carbon steel
castings
Vanadium steel
castings.
Chemical Analysis
0.30
0.38
0.38
0.37
0.62
0.67 0.12
TABLE 9
LOAD THAT PRODUCES SET. ROLLERS USED
OF BASCULE BRIDGE
Heat Treatment
Held at a temperature of
1600 to 1650 deg. F. for 4 hrs.
cooled in furnace to below
critical temperature and then
removed.
do.
IN RALL TYPE
Load in pounds per linear inch of segment
Load per Linear Inch of Seg-
ment that Produces Set
Test No. Position of Contact Mean
At Rib, Between Ribs,
see Fig. 33a see Fig. 33b
Vanadium Steel, Brinell No. 168
1. BF-BH............. 46 700
2. BF-BH............. 42 200
3. BF-BH............. 40 600
4. BF-BH............. 47 700
5. BF-BH.............. 40 700
6. BF-BH............. 42 100
Average............... 41 400 47 200 44 300
Carbon Steel, Brinell No. 160
1. BG-BI..............
2. BG-BI..............
3. BG-BI..............
4. BG-BI..............
5. BG-BI.............
6. BG-BI..............
Average...............
36 400
29 500
37 600
41 200
36 200
41 800
45 400
43 600 39 800
Specimens
BA
BB
BG seg.
BI
BC
BD
BE seg.
BF seg.
BH base
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castings and was slightly greater when the contact was between than
when it was at the ribs. The difference between the results obtained
from the tests of carbon-steel and of vanadium-steel castings, respectively,
was not as great for the rollers and track castings as it was for the 2-inch
blocks, tests of which are reported in Fig. 27.
The vanadium-steel castings contained many more blow holes than
the carbon-steel castings; the tests were made, however, on portions of
the castings free from blow holes. The load that produces set is given
by the express'on 603 Ld for the carbon-steel and 690 Ld for the vanad-
ium-steel castings, where the load is in pounds, L is the length of the seg-
ment in inches, and d is the diameter of the segment in inches.
Sole Plates of the Galveston Causeway Bascule Bridge
The sole plates of the bascule bridge that forms a part of the Gal-
veston Causeway had to be replaced as the original plates rolled out in
service. Four small blocks were cut from the sole plates after they had
been removed. These blocks were finished and tested in pairs, one pair
being designated as BJ-BK and the other as BK-BM. These blocks
were 2 in. deep, 4.1 in. thick (length of segment), and 4.5 in. wide. The
segments were finished to a diameter of 51 ft. 6 in., the same as on the
original bridge. The load per linear inch of segment producing set was
found to be 56 000 lb. for BJ and BK, and 50 000 lb. for BL and BM.
The dead load of the moving leaf of the bridge was 1 640 000 lb.
per truss and the sole plates were in contact on two strips each 7.25 in.
wide, making the length of segment 14.5 in. The actual load on the
1 640 000
bridge was, therefore, = 112 400 lb. per linear in. of segment,14.5
whereas, according to the tests, a load of 50 000 lb. per linear in. for one
set of blocks and 56 000 lb. for the other produced a set in the material.
The original sole plates were 2.5 in. thick, whereas the blocks subjected
to the static tests were only 2 in. thick. The additional 0.5 in. of metal
would probably increase the load required to produce set to 60 000 lb.
or 65 000 lb. per linear in., a value scarcely more than half of the load to
which the sole plates were actually subjected.
The load that produced set was very much less for the specimens
cut from the used sole plates than the corresponding load for the blocks
M and R (see p. 37 and Figs. 17b and 35) supposedly of the same grade
of material and having the same thickness, but a considerably
greater depth. Blocks identical in size with BL and BM were therefore
cut from M and tested with the segment finished to a diameter of 51 ft.
6 in., the test being a duplicate in every respect as far as possible of the
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test of blocks BL and BM. This test gave 75 000 lb. per linear in. of
segment as the load producing set as against 111 000 lb. per linear in.,
the value given in Fig. 17b for the load producing set for the same ma-
terial, with the segment finished to the same diameter, but with the
depth of the blocks in excess of 10 in. instead of 2 in. These tests indicate
that, after the sole plates had been in service until they had been rolled
out so that they had to be replaced, the material was not so good as that
of the steel casting of medium grade from which M was cut, but they
also show that sole plates equal in quality to M would have been highly
overstressed.
12. Area in Contact.-Methods of determining the area in contact
between a cylinder and a plane surface are described in section 6. As
stated therein the most satisfactory method tried was to put a small
quantity of lamp black on the plane surface, spreading it around and
rubbing it off until the surface was just barely tarnished. When the
blocks were loaded the area in contact was discernible because of the
effect of the pressure upon the tarnished surface. The coating of lamp
black was very thin, and it is believed that the error introduced by its
having a finite thickness did not exceed 10 per cent.
The most acceptable equation for computing the area of contact
between a cylinder and a plane surface is one offered by Hertz and usual-
ly known as Hertz's formula. It is,
(el + e2)
a = 2 1+1
ri r2
in which P = load per linear inch of segment
rl, r2 = radii of the two surfaces
a = width of area in contact
4
e = (1 - M) (1 + Mi)E1
4
e2 = (1 - M 2) (1 + M 2)
E1, E 2 = modulii of elasticity of the two materials in contact
M 1, Mt = Poisson's ratio for the two materials in contact
With Ei = E2 = 29 000 000 lb. per sq. in., M 1 = Ms = 0.33 for
steel, and r2 = infinity for the plane surface, this equation reduces to
the form
a = 0.00040V/P
*Miscellaneous Papers by Hertz, Translation by D. E. Jones and G. H. Schott, p. 175.
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FIG. 34. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF
AREA IN CONTACT. STEEL FORGINGS
in which a = width of area in contact in inches, P = load per linear
inch of segment in pounds, D = diameter of segment in inches.
Figure 34 presents a comparison of the measured and the computed
values of the area in contact for a pair of steel forgings two inches thick,
the segment being finished to a diameter of 599.25 in. The full-line curve
shows the area in contact obtained by measuring the imprint on a surface
tarnished with lamp black, and the broken-line curve represents the
equation a = 0.0004 /PD. No correction was made for the thickness
of the lamp black. The two curves agree fairly well up to the break in
the experimental curve, the point where a yield-point stress is produced,
beyond which Hertz's formula is not applicable. The maximum differ-
ence between the measured and computed values occurs at a load of
70 000 lb., at which it is 10 per cent. Figure 35 presents similar curves
obtained from two tests of a pair of steel castings.
A large number of tests were made to determine the relation between
the load and the area in contact, and the measured and computed values
were compared by means of curves similar to those shown in Figs. 34
and 35. In most cases the curves showing the measured and the com-
--
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TABLE 10
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF THE AREA IN CONTACT
Test No.
3 IN ............
4 IN ............
5 IN ............
6 IN ............
7 IN ............
8 IN ............
4 KP...........
8 KP...........
9 KP...........
10 KP...........
11 KP...........
12 KP...........
13 KP...........
14 KP ...........
15 KP ..........
4 LQ ............
5 LQ............
6 LQ ...........
7 LQ............
5 MR ..........
6 MR...........
7 M R..........
11 AE ...........
12 AE ...........
13 AE ...........
14 AE ...........
11 BF............
12 BF............
13 BF............
17 BF...........
18 BF. ..........
20 BF...........
21 BF...........
22 BF...........
23 BF............
24 BF...........
25 BF...........
26 BF...........
27 BF............
28 BF...........
1 ST ............
2 ST...........
6 CG ...........
7 CG ...........
8 CG...........
9 CG ...........
11 CG ...........
12 CG ...........
6 DH..........
7 DH. .........
8 DH ...........
9 DH..........
10 DH..........
11 DH..........
Thickness
of blocks
in inches
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
Diameter of
segment in
inches
479.8
479.8
479.3
238.5
238.5
238.5
720
600
600
479.5
479.5
358.75
358.75
238.0
238.0
479.8
479.8
479.8
239.0
479.8
239.0
239.0
478.25
477.75
237.0
236.5
718.5
718.75
718.75
599.25
599.25
478.25
477.75
357
356.5
356.0
237.75
237.25
116.75
116.75
120.0
120.0
479.0
478.5
237.75
237.25
38.5
38.5
479.5
479.0
238.25
238.25
38.75
38.75
Amount by Which the Measured Exceeds the
Computed Values of the Area in Contact
Max. %
14
53
14
8
6
17
0
3
0
2
2
13
11
19
15
5
2
4
12
8
5
11
9
19
13
21
10
2
0
7
10
3
2
16
19
5
25
23
22
56
18
16
16
8
15
19
19
33
11
0
17
21
37
35
Min. %
1
3
14
8
6
13
0
0
0
-1
-2
3
5
6
8
-2
2
4
9
0
5
10
7
5
-3
20
1
0
0
-6
2
-3
2
7
5
3
8
11
9
4
5
5
-1
3
9
11
8
9
6
0
11
8
8
16
Average %
4
8
14
8
6
15
0
2
0
1
0
6
8
12
11
2
2
4
10
3
5
10
8
12
6
20
5
1
0
4
8
0
2
9
8
4
14
16
15
14
11
10
12
5
11
15
13
20
8
0
15
14
20
25
puted values of the area, respectively, were reasonably parallel at loads
below the load producing a yield-point stress in the material; in many
cases the two curves almost coincided. A summary of the results of
those tests is presented in Table 10. The difference between the measured
and computed values averaged 8.4 per cent for the 54 tests reported
--
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FIG. 35. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF AREA
IN CONTACT. STEEL CASTINGS
in the table, and the difference exceeded 10 per cent for only 20 tests.
The difference between the measured and the computed values seems to
be about the same for steel castings and for steel forgings, and it seems
to be quite independent of the thickness of the blocks. The measured
value seems to exceed the computed value by a greater amount for
small cylinders than for large ones. Tests 18 BF, 12 KP, and 13 KP,
reported in detail in Figs. 34 and 35, are also reported in Table 10. The
difference between the measured and the computed values for these tests
is approximately the average of the differences for all tests. Apparently
the area in contact of a cylinder lying on a plane, as measured by the
use of lamp black, agrees very well with the theoretical value obtained
from Hertz's formula. The small amount by which the former exceeds
the latter may be due, at least in part, to the error resulting from the
coating of lamp black having an appreciable thickness.
13. Maximum Intensity of Pressure.-The blocks M and R are as
representative of the cast segments of a bascule bridge in quality of
material and length of segment as any that were tested. These blocks
are steel castings of medium grade and have a length of segment of 4 in.
Tests reported in Fig. 17b show that the relation between the load per
linear inch of segment that produces set and the diameter of the segment
is given by the equation P = 10 000 + 167 D. Substituting this value
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P
for P in Hertz's formula for the area in contact and solving for -,
the average unit pressure at a load that produces set, gives
P 10 000 + 167D P
- 0~ 0TD . The values of - for segments having diameters
a 0.0004-V'PD a
of 120, 240, and 480 in. are 39 550 lb. per sq. in., 36 100 lb. per sq. in.,
and 34 250 lb. per sq. in., respectively. Using Hertz's equation, maximum
P
unit pressure = 1.27 , the maximum unit pressure for diameters of 120
a
240, and 480 in., respectively, are found to be 50 228 lb. per sq. in.,
45 847 lb. per sq. in., and 43 510 lb. per sq. in., respectively. The
yield point in tension of this material given in Table 7 is 32 100 lb. per
sq. in. On the basis of Hertz's formulas and on the basis of the tests
reported in Fig. 17b, the maximum intensity of pressure at the load
producing set decreases as the diameter of the segment increases, and it
exceeds the yield-point stress of the material in tension by 56, 43, and
36 per cent at diameters of 120, 240, and 480 in., respectively.
14. Summary of Static Tests.-The static tests reported in Figs. 16
to 23 indicate that the load per linear inch of segment producing set is
affected by various factors as follows:
(1) The load per linear inch that produces set increases as the
length* of the segment increases up to a length of approximately 6 inches,
and then remains constant.
(2) The load per linear inch that produces set increases with the
diameter, the relation between the two varying approximately as the
ordinate of a straight line for diameters ranging from 120 to 720 in.
(3) For steel castings, the load per linear inch that produces set
depends upon the hardness, increasing rapidly as the Brinell number
increases from 105 to 165, increasing less rapidly as the hardness in-
creases beyond that point, and remaining constant or decreasing with
Brinell numbers above approximately 190.
(4) Heat treating a steel casting of 'medium grade by heating,
quenching, and drawing, as described in Section 9, increased the Brinell
number from 130 to 173 and doubled the load that produces set.
(5) For segments ranging in diameter from 120 to 720 in., the load
per linear inch that produces set is not affected by the depth of the
specimens if they are six inches deep or more, but it is affected if the
depth is too small. The maximum depth at which depth affects the load
that produces set depends upon the diameter of the segment.
It is believed that the load producing set under a static test, de-
termined in the manner designated in this discussion as method (b), is a
'Measured parallel to the axis of the cylinder (see Fig. 1).
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logical factor to be used in determining the design load for a cast seg-
ment or a deep sole plate. The ratio between the design load and the
load that produces set is a matter of judgment. The tests reported in
this discussion show that the load producing set may vary as much as
30 per cent for specimens that are supposed to be alike. Moreover, the
load designated as the load producing set is considerably greater than
the minimum load producing a set that can be detected. These are
arguments for selecting a design load considerably below the load
designated as the load that produces set. The rolling tests,* however,
show that for deep blocks a considerable amount of rolling, 110000
strokes in one test, at a load just below the load producing set, failed to
cause any deterioration of the surface that could be detected with a
microscope; and the deterioration resulting from rolling at a load
nearly twice as great as the load producing set developed very slowly,
and at the end of 27 000 strokes was not great enough to cause any
apprehension of a sudden failure.
Blocks p and q made the poorest showing of any of the medium
grade steel castings. Moreover, they were tested when finished at
thicknesses of 10, 8, and 6 in., values comparable with the width of
cast segments used on bascule bridges. It is believed that the results of
the tests of these blocks should be given special weight when considering
the load to be used in the design of cast segments. The results of the
tests on these blocks are presented by the full-line curves of Fig. 20.
Two expressions for the design load for cast segments have been
considered by the American Railway Engineering Association, P =
3200VD and P = 120 D, in which P is the allowable load per linear
inch of segment in pounds, and D is the diameter of segment in inches.
Lines representing both of these equations are given in Fig. 20. Appar-
ently the expression P = 3200\/D gives values that are dangerously
high for segments of small diameter. The expression P = 120 D seems
quite conservative, too conservative for cylinders of small diameter.
The author believes that the equation P = 5000 + 110 D, for diameters
ranging from 120 to 720 in., gives results that are perfectly safe, and
recommends this expression for use in calculating the design load for
rolling bascule bridges having deep segments made of steel castings of
medium grade. It is not applicable, however, to the design of a rolling
bascule bridge having thin sole plates, for the curve in Fig. 15 shows
that, for a segment having a diameter of 480 in., the load producing
set is much less for a shallow base than for a deep one. Moreover, the
rolling tests reported in Section 17 show that thin plates will fail by
longitudinal extension under continuous rolling at a load considerably
*Reported in Section 16, p. 62.
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less than the load producing set as determined by static tests of deep
blocks. All that can be said at this time is that, for segments with
diameters of from 48 to 60 ft., and with sole plates 2 to 3 in. thick, the
equation P = 120 D apparently gives an excessive load. Additional
tests, preferably rolling tests, are required to obtain information govern-
ing the design of sole plates.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF ROLLING TESTS.
15. Description of Apparatus.-Rolling bascule bridges that have
failed in service have failed by the sole plates on the segment and track
rolling out, or gradually getting longer due to the continuous rolling
accompanying the opening and closing of the bridge. A series of tests
was planned to determine whether there is any relation between the load
that produces set under static test and the load that produces a longi-
tudinal extension under rolling.
The machine used for the rolling tests is shown in Fig. 36. The
members A and B are segments of cylinders, C is a rectangular block,
and D is the specimen to be tested. The block C has a rigid extension E
that fits between two rollers F and F. By means of the crank H and the
crosshead G to which it is attached the block C is pulled back and forth
between the segments, thus rolling the specimen D under a pressure
whose magnitude is measured by the testing machine. The segments
had a diameter of 65 in. and a length, parallel to their axes, of 4 in.
The block C and the specimen D were flush with the segment on both
the near and far sides. The machine operated at a speed of about 60
strokes per minute.
16. Tests of Deep Blocks.-In the first series of rolling tests the
block C, Fig. 36, was used as a specimen. This block was a steel casting
of medium grade and its depth was 8 in. The object of the test was to
check the assumption that if a single application of a given load pro-
duced a small set, a depression in the plane surface or a flattening. of
the cylindrical surface, continuous rolling at this load would produce a
gradually increasing depression in the plane surface and a progressive
flattening of the cylinder. The change in profile was measured with
the profilometer shown in Fig. 2. The load that produced set as deter-
mined by static tests for these segments and the 8-in. block was 18 300 lb.
per linear in. of segment.
The method of making the rolling tests was as follows: Profilometer
readings were taken before the load was applied and again after the
specimen had been rolled. For loads up to 20 000 lb. per linear in. of
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FIG. 36. MACHINE FOR MAKING ROLLING TESTS OF SEGMENTS
segment, profilometer readings were taken after 1000 strokes and again
after 5 000 strokes; at loads of 32 500 lb. and 35 000 lb. per linear in.
readings were also taken after 10 000 strokes. In no case was there an
appreciable increase in deformation after the first 1000 strokes, that is,
the deformation after 10 000 strokes at any load was not appreciably
greater than after 1000 strokes at the same load. This was true even
though the load was almost twice as great as the load producing set as
determined by the static test. The limited number of tests that were
made indicated that, although the first few strokes at a given load
produced a deformation, the deformation was not progressive, that
is, it did not increase as rolling cortinued.
A series of tests was also made on the 8-in. block to determine the
extent to which the continuous rolling affected the surfaces in contact.
The surfaces were examined with a microscope, having a magnifying
power of 50 diameters, at frequent intervals during the rolling. Twenty-
seven thousand six hundred and fifty strokes at a 17 500-lb. load pro-
duced no effect upon the surface; the load was then increased to 20 000
lb. and the surface was examined after 41 030 strokes, 66 430 strokes,
and 104 330 strokes, respectively. After 41 030 strokes the surface still
appeared bright and polished to the naked eye, but a change in appear-
ance could be detected with the microscope. The very fine longitudinal
tool marks were not as prominent on the rolled as on the unrolled por-
tion, showing that the rolled surface was beginning to wear. After 66 430
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strokes the surface still appeared bright to the naked eye except in
places where a brown colored matter, presumably oxide, adherred to
the surface. Under the microscope the fine longitudinal tool marks
were seen to be almost obliterated, and the surface had a finely pitted
or spotted appearance. After 104 330 strokes the brown or reddish oxide
was visible to the naked eye over the entire rolled area. Under the mi-
croscope the surface appeared badly pitted.
In the test just described the formation of oxide and the pitting
of the surface took place at a load slightly greater than the load that pro-
duced set under static test. After the test was complete the surfaces
were refinished and the rolling test was repeated, this time at a load
just below the load that produced set. In this test 110 600 strokes at a
16 000-lb. load produced no deterioration that could be detected with
the microscope. The load was then increased to 34 500 lb. and after
27 000 strokes red oxide had begun to form and pitting had com-
menced. In another test extensive rolling at approximately 35 000
lb. caused scales to be formed on the surfaces that could be picked
up on the point of a knife blade.
These rolling tests were not extensive enough to justify any final
conclusion, but they indicate: (1) that rolling a deep block under a load
considerably in excess of the load which, under static tests, produces
set may not cause a progressively increasing depression in the block
as rolling continues*; and (2) that continuous rolling may cause a dis-
integration of the surface. The smallest load at which disintegration
began during the first one hundred thousand strokes was approximately
the same as the load that produced set under static test; and the dis-
integration of the surface was very slow even at loads greatly in excess
of that load.
17. Tests of Thin Plates.-The second series of rolling tests was
planned to determine the relation between the thickness of a sole plate
and the load that, under continuous rolling, would produce progressive
elongation of the plate. The apparatus is shown in Fig. 36. The seg-
ments had a diameter of 65 in. and a length of 4 in. parallel to their
axes. The specimen D was a steel casting of medium grade that had
been annealed; it was 4 in. wide and specimens of various thicknesses
ranging from one-eighth to one and one-half inches were tested. The
method of testing was as follows:
The longitudinal extension of the plate was measured with a 2-inch
strain gage, the gage lines being on the edges of the plate at about the
middle of the portion that was rolled. The plate was rolled at various
loads beginning with a load less than the load that would produce
longitudinal extension and increasing by definite increments until an
*Later tests indicate that there is a progressive lateral flow.
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FIG. 37. ROLLING TEST OF A 0. 2 5-IN. PLATE
appreciable extension was produced. A set of strain gage readings was
taken at each load before any rolling had taken place and, for the same
load, at the end of 500 strokes, 1000 strokes, 2000 strokes, and 3000
strokes, respectively. The load was then increased and the procedure
repeated until finally an appreciable elongation had been produced.
Results from tests of specimens 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 in. thick are pre-
sented in Figs. 37, 38, and 39, respectively. These results show that the
elongation was progressive, that is, if there was an appreciable elonga-
tion during the first thousand strokes there was an approximately equal
elongation during the second thousand and third thousand strokes.
The relation between the load and the elongation of the plate is
shown in Figs. 40 to 46, inclusive. The ordinates for these diagrams
represent the load per linear inch of segment and the abscissas the
elongation in 3000 strokes on a 2-in. gage line. All tests in this series
were identical, except for the thickness of the specimen; the thickness of
the specimens was 0.125, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, and 1.50 in., respectively.
All specimens were cut from the same casting and were as nearly alike as
possible.
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For most tests the curve showing the relation between the load
and the elongation in 3000 strokes has a sharp break in it; loads below
the load corresponding to the break in the curve produced practically no
elongation whereas slightly greater loads produced an appreciable elonga-
tion. The breaks in the curves are designated by crosses. The break in
the curve for the 1.50-iri. plate is not well defined; the same is true of the
break in the curve of Fig. 40. In the case of the latter curve there are
two points, each designated by a cross, that might be considered as
breaks. Figure 41 represents the results of a test in every way a dupli-
cate of the one reported in Fig. 40. The break in the curve of Fig. 41 is
quite definite.
If the load is greater than the load corresponding to the break in
the curve, continuous rolling will produce a progressive elongation.
For this reason the load corresponding to the break in the curve is the
one that should govern the design of sole plates. It has been designated
as the minimum load producing a longitudinal extension of the plate.
The relation between the minimum load producing a longitudinal
extension of the plate and the thickness of the specimen is given in Fig.
47. The points on this curve have been located from the breaks in the
curves of Figs. 41 to 46. There are three points for plates one-eighth
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FIG. 39. ROLLING TEST OF A 0.75-IN. PLATE
of an inch thick, one taken from Fig. 41 and two from Fig. 40. The
minimum load producing a longitudinal extension of the plate increases
rapidly with the thickness of the plate.
18. Summary of Rolling Tests.-The series of rolling tests that has
been described is in the nature of a reconnaissance. The results are
included in this discussion, partly as an indication of the experimental
work remaining to be done, and partly to prevent the results of the
static tests being used as a basis of dangerous design practices. These
rolling tests show (1) that the minimum load producing a progressive
elongation under continuous rolling increases rapidly as the thickness of
the plate increases; and (2) that the minimum load producing a pro-
gressive elongation under continuous rolling is considerably less for thin
plates than the load that produces set as determined by static tests of
deep blocks.
As a result of this investigation it is believed that the design load
for a rolling bascule bridge should be governed by the load producing set
under static tests or the load producing longitudinal extension under con-
tinuous rolling, whichever is the smaller. The former has been de-
termined for steel castings of medium grade,. the latter remains to be
determined.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
19. Conclusions.-The tests described in this report led to the
following conclusions:
(1) When a segment of a cylinder lying on the plane top surface
of a deep block is subjected to a load, the elastic deformation of
the material causes the two blocks to be in contact over a con-
siderable area; for annealed steel blocks, the area in contact at
loads below the elastic limit, as measured, agrees very closely with
the area as computed by Hertz's formula.*
(2) As the load on a segment of a cylinder lying upon the plane
top of a deep base is increased, a value is finally reached that
stresses the material beyond the elastic limit, thus causing a
permanent flattening of the cylinder, a depression in the base, or
both. For steel blocks, the minimum load per linear inch of seg-
mentt that produces set depends upon various factors, as follows:
(a) It increases as the length of the segment increases up
to a length of approximately 6 inches and then remains con-
stant.
(b) It increases with the diameter, the relation between
the two varying approximately as the ordinates of a straight
line for diameters ranging from 120 in. to 720 in.
(c) For steel castings it depends upon the hardness, in-
creasing rapidly as the Brinell number increases from 105 to
165, increasing less rapidly as the hardness increases beyond
that point, and remaining constant or decreasing as the Brinell
number increases beyond approximately 190.
(d) For steel castings of medium grade it can be con-
siderably increased by suitable heat treatment; in the case
investigated it was doubled.1
(e) For segments ranging in diameter from 120 to 720 in.,
it is not affected by the depth of the specimens if they are six
inches deep or more, but it is affected if the depth is too
small. The maximum depth at which the depth affects the
load that produces set depends upon the diameter of the
segment.
(3) A plate rolled between a cylinder and a base having a plane
top will elongate¶ if the load is sufficiently great. The minimum
load producing a progressive elongation under continuous rolling
*See page 56.
tMeasured parallel to the axis of the cylinder.
TSee page 47.
¶In a direction normal to the axis of the cylinder.
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is much less for a thin plate than for a thick one, and this load may
be considerably less for a thin plate than the load that produces
set as determined by static tests of deep blocks.
(4) Rolling deep blocks at a load slightly greater than the load
that produced set as determined by static tests, did not elongate
the blocks but did cause the rolled surfaces to oxidize; rolling the
same blocks at a load nearly twice as great as the load that pro-
duced set under static test caused the rolled surfaces to scale, but
produced no indication of any impending failure that would put a
rolling bascule bridge out of commission.*
(5) The design load for deep cast segments of rolling bascule
bridges should be based upon the load that produces set as de-
termined by a static test of deep blocks. The ratio between the
design load and the load that produces set is a matter of judgement.
In the case of steel castings of medium grade, the author recom-
mends, for the determination of the design load P, the equation
P = 5000 + 110 D, in which P is expressed in pounds per linear
inch of segment, and D is the diameter of the segment in inches.
This expression is applicable to cylinders ranging in diameter
from 120 to 720 in. It is not necessarily applicable to the design
of sole plates.
(6) The design load for sole plates of rolling bascule bridges
should be governed by the load producing set under static tests
or the load producing longitudinal extension under continuous
rolling, whichever is the smaller. The former has been determined
for steel castings of medium grade, the latter remains to be de-
termined.
-Later tests showed a progressive lateral flow.
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